
THE SOCIAL COMPLIANCE 
INDUSTRY IS DEEPLY FLAWED.

CLEAN CLOTHES CAMPAIGN 
REPORT TEMPLATES STYLEGUIDE

COLOR SCHEME

RED    #D40E16  212/14/22      (CCC red)
BLACK  #00000   0/0/0
WHITE  #ffffff   255/255/255

FONT 

Headline:  Roboto Bold, about 30 pt, White on black Background
Subline:  Roboto normal, 30 pt, CCC red

Line Spacing: 1,0

Footer text: Roboto normal, 10 pt, BLACK
     aligned bottom right, ranged right

STYLE ELEMENTS 
Stitches: used as image element (google docs) or shape line 1,5 pt
    pale grey (about 30%), aligned left

Image:  should be at least 1/3 and maximum 1/2 of the page, fullframed
    alternative element if image not available: red scissor  
    aligned left on the stitches. This is also an image element.
    
Stripe:   red shape on the lower edge of the image
    height: about 6 mm

Logo:  Logo Position on the lower left side, ranged right with the Head

There are different tools available to create the memo in: Canva, Google Docs, Libre Office and Word. These programs have different levels 
usability and therefore adjustments can differ per chosen tool. For the same reason this style guide is not exhaustive but should be use as 
a guidance to approach the style as well as possible with the chosen tool.

PT. 1
FRONT PAGE/TITLE

stitches end  
with subline

about 6mm

between 99 to 148,5 mm



CLEAN CLOTHES CAMPAIGN 
REPORT TEMPLATES EXAMPLES

PT. 2
CONTENT PAGES/ELEMENTS

FONT 

QUOTE OR IMAGE TEXT:  

Quote:   Roboto italic, 14 pt, white on CCC red background
     Subline: Roboto bold, 10 pt, black

Caption:  Roboto normal, 14 pt, white on CCC red background

Line Spacing: 1,0

CONTENT TEXT:  

Headline:  Roboto bold capital letter (caps), 18 pt, CCC red

Copy text:  Roboto normal 10 pt, black

Line Spacing: 1,15

CONTENT QUOTES:  

Quote:  Roboto normal 14 pt, CCC red

Subline:  Roboto bold, 10 pt, black

Line Spacing: 1,15

Frame element:  
The grey line above and below quote can be created by a low line  
in a row: ________ 

    

STYLE ELEMENTS 
Stitches: used as image element (google docs) or shape line 1,5 pt
    pale CCC red aligned left
    height: about full page with space on the upper and lower margin 
    stitches are placed in every content page on the same position
    

Image:  aligned left, about half width of page, outline: 1 pt black
    quote or caprion is placed right next to it



CLEAN CLOTHES CAMPAIGN 
REPORT TEMPLATES EXAMPLES

PT. 2
CONTENT PAGES/ELEMENTS

SPECIAL ELEMENTS

ENUMERATIONS:

Headline: Roboto bold, 14 to 30 pt, white on CCC red background

enumeration: bullet points black or CCC red
     Roboto bold 14 pt, black

Line Spacing: 1,15

FOOTNOTES:  

Roboto normal , 7 (for saving space if necessary) to 10 pt, black
line spacing: 1,0

LAST PAGE

CONTACT:

Roboto normal , 10 pt, black
line spacing: 1,15

could be placed in the middle of the page, ranged left
    


